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CONVENTION ON
TUESDAY

Bates Victor, 5-6, Comedy Ends 4-A Fred B. Stanford Two Bates Women PORTLAND HIGH WINNER OF
Over Polar Bears Players Season Dies—Founder of Report Results of INTERSCHOLASTIC DEBATESBUCKFIELD CLOSE RUNNER-UP
In Opening Game
Friday, April 29
Bates Student S. G. Convention

It |s ;i i«>l'<'.v «f Ihis column to
■idinit ii',,vs "laterial, not in an effort
|„ infli"'"*"'"- ,,ut in *■ attempt to
tafonn. So political preferences are
(1
the interests
<(insi>l<"' - Keali/.iiiK
„t din readers, the editors of this
The local baseball season was
„.IIIIII»
welcome controversial maushered in yesterday aifl?rnoon when
Frederi :k
Benjamin
Stanford,
„.,KII. but reserve the right of puCoach Moray's nine beat Bowdoin
la s of '74, founder and first editor
blication.
6-5 in the annual Patriots" Day
of the Bates Student, died Monday
exhibition gaime on Garcelon field,
at his homo in Brooklyn,
Conn..
The English 4-A Players will close
In an address to candidates for while one of the largest baseball
'Lucille Jack, president of Student
full membership in the Maine Metho- crowds seen here in recent years their series of 'productions for this
Government,
and Bebecca Carter,
National Debate Title
braved
hockey
weather
to
witness
school
year
with
the
presentation
of
jjgt Conference last week at WaterCheney House Senior, represented
the
fir.it
exhibition
of
the
ipastiimers
"Lady
Windermere's
Fan"
in
the
Held Next Month
B' hop Blake save one of his
Bates College at the New England
Though the game was long and Little Theatre. Friday. April 29. This
to leaders in
BWI earnest appeals
Conference
of
Women's
Student
Go-1
T,pf
f
Pl'jYlgn
Al'e
On
P&F
By ALBERT OIiIYJSK
Wilde
^Christian Church. In urging them mest innings slow, neither team can sparkling and characteristic
vernment Associations of Co-educa-;
.. ,
.
.-.,.
After two unsuccessful years, a
comedy has been selected not only
M rpeak out iu regard to modern be said to have played anything eilse
tionn.l Colleges held at MassachuWith AVd'age UI
team trom Portland came back and
flagrant economic injustices, he dfe- but good baseball, with three double because of the jjood evening's entersent* State College. Amherst. on
this time was able to win the covetcuB-fi the present wonld-wide de- 'Plays featuring the fielding, and the tainment which it is always sure to
Aipril 14th. 15th and 16th.
ed Interscholastic Debating Chanihitting of Flynn, Brown, and Bicker afford, but also because
its large
. ,„. We quote IKS address:
The most important outcome of
permits the introduction of
bsing good.
Ghastly
the conference was that it has ac-_ Bati - atbl :es are just as bright ,,jonship of Maine. The second place
several Heelers who have made only
Bugbee Starts on Mound
tourna•■It would seem that with 15 deoepted from among others the invi-jI?as the average Bates student. Here in this nineteenth annual
to
Buckfield
Bugbee opened on the mound for minor appearances previously, or
tation of Rates to hold the New Eng- '■< something for in-ychologists to un- ment was awarded
pression* in our country in 100
land Conference on this campus next ravel during their after dinner buli High School. Both of these schools
vean- that some way should be the Bobcats and lasted two innings, none at all.
Tha story of "Lady Windermere's
sessions. According to the results of were awarded cups for their success
year.
found to prevent recurrence. It is when LaVallee was sent in by Coach Fan"
involves the dilemna of a
held
There were iwo candidates present an Investigation conducted by the at the semi-finals and finals
ii dia-tly condemnation of our so- Morey to stave off a Bowdoin rally,
.n thai New York, the weal- which he did. Millett went in the box young wife when she learns that
from each of the ten co-educational Student with the aid of the Begis- here on campus April 15 and 16.
$100
scholarship,
awarded
Colleges of New England which are trar's office, 38 lettermen in foot- The
:ty in the iland. has to give in the las; stanza to strike out the her husband has been paying consistent attentions to another woman.
Tufts. Rhode Island State. Connecti- ball and track la-k only five hun- each year to the individual receivan hour to releive distress." third Bowdoin batter only.
Bowdoin got one man on
first Three solutions are open to her
cut State. Massa shUBettS State. Mid- dretbs of a point to reach the avera- j„™ nle most votes in the finals for
Ford's Statement
problem: to "take the poo-ah de-ah
dlebury, Vermont State, New Hamp- ge of the entire student body, both the best speaker, was won by Ken11, ,id Henry Ford's Statement inning, but failed to score, and Bates, fellow
out of town immediately",
and women, which is 77.2.
neth
Grant
of Buckfield High
ago, that there was work in the '.ie.ond half of the same inning as the Duchess of Berwick advises: wheri in bad lived since liis retire- shire State. Colby. Maine and Bates. men
The track men had an average of School.
ment
twenty-five
years
ago.
He
was
proceeded
af.ong
the
same
lines
until
.Annual
Affair
enough for all who wanted it, and
in Gardiner. Maine.
playing centerfield, was to "console herself" with the love
Both School I*revious Winners
The colleges meet each year to 7 7.:; last semester, and the football
ihe fact that in four months his plant Merrill,
of another man as advised by Lord
While
in
college
he
also
did
.
passed
by
Emerson,
Bowdoin
hurler.
Portland and Buckfield have each
lit
yst ms of governments, to iletter men 77.1. The Juniors on the
bad l.-l of T5.000 workmen; that
football
team,
however,
seem
to
be
Darlington,
himself
the
"other
man';
for the Lewistou; offer B :-.:•. and to suggest changes
won a
championship
previously.
on an origfnal capital in 1903 of Berry then hit to Bicker who fumbled or to return to her husband and editorial work
in
mil
brighter
than
the
track
Juniors
Evening Journal. After graduation which should be made in the goPortland took first place in 1928
$28,000, the first 30
years had the ball, allowing Merrill to score, trust
as
they
poll
a
percentage
of
77.6.
him,
as
Mrs.
Erlynne.
the
served with the Financial Chro- vernmenta of the colleges.
and Buckfield was victorious in
shown profits of $64 2,000,000; and and Berry got to first. Flynn, next worn in who has been the third he
Qicle, X. Y.. the Inpendendent. New
The team from Portland is
in entertaining the Conference which is higher than the average se- 1920.
that in 1932 the total assets and sur- ■up. slammed a two bagger to right member of the triangle, urges.
cure!
by
all
the
men
of
the
Junior
York, the Brooklyn Daily Citizen, Bates has an honor which she has
coached by Mr. Walsh,
and
the
plus is a billion and a half or 51,000 fie! 1 scoring Berry, and was followed
class,
76.9.
The
track
team
Juniors
Margaret
Hints,
president
of
the
the New York Evening Post, an I not had .sine.' 1924. At the meeting,
members of the team are the same
.by Tad Brown, who hit a single to
in oiiginai investment.
club,
who
has
been
invaluable
both
average
75.2.
the New York Times.
ones which have been together 'n
also, Luv/Ue Jack was elected presicenter, scoring Flynn. Jekanoski
as director and actress, will make
dent and Rebecca Carter, secretary
the Bates League for the past three
struck out. retiring the side.
Obligation to Workers
MeClnsfcey
and
McDonald
her
final
appearance
in
the
powerful
fears.
Although failing twice
to
of the Conference.
In the third inning. Bennett, Bowrole
of
Mrs.
Erlynne.
the
fascinating
emerge victorious from the debates,
The Bates r presentatrvee were eni have no objection to that.'' said doin left fielder, was passed by La- outcast from society who is enThe
highest
ranking
athletes
in
!hn-h etically received and besides
this year
they proved that
"the
Bishop Blake, bo' a company should Vallee. Bicker, up next, hit his second deavoring to get bapk. People who
ding
much time in discussion college are Norman McDonald and third "time never fails". The Portalso be under obligations to acon- in a row, scoring Bennett.
Ray
MeCliiskey.
both
College
Club
are
acquinted
with
the
character,
land debaters were in the Bowdoin
groups they toured
the MassachuBates got another run in the fifth.
ite reserves to care for workers.
and who have seen Margaret's work
. tfa SI He College campus and at- men. McDonald, besides being quar- lie bating League this year and were
In the last analysis this is not an Fireman, playing right field instead in th? "Valiant" and in "Death Takes
ter
back
on
the
footbiall
team,
is
a
tended the Prom show.
. defeated in the finals
by Brunsim!c question, but spiritual, be- of his usual infield position, drew a a Hcli lay" will ho convinced that it
tar lebater, and a member of Delta wick.
Topics discussed
This time they won
over
cir«t iie basis is justice and bro- pa'ss from Means, star hurler of -h mid be a fitting climax to a
Sigma
Rho.
Bhe
national
forensic
l ! the most important topics
Brunswick, thus making their vicWells' Polar Bears, who had relieved
therhood
i'•■.•
rnity,
an
well
as
president
of
memorable career.
introduced tor discussion ware the
Itory doubly sweet. During the past
"Have we too much wealth? I Emerson. Fireman stole second on
John Curtis has an especially conquarters for social life—how college ihe Men's Politics Club. Mae was I eight years a Buckfield team has
don't think so. The time has corns to the first pitched ball, went to third genial rdle as Lord Windermere—a
popular
on
the
fairer
side
of
our
mee ts the problem and whether it
made its way
into the finals live
solve all prolemis with more equita- on Merrill's sacrifice hit. and scored r61e which he portrays powerfully.
■provides adequate place fqr women camipue. though there is suspicion times. In two out of the remaining
6Ie distribution of income. In 1929. when Herb Berry lifted a high one and into which he puts a great deal
that
last
Saturday
night's
Stag
studento Da entertain, the penalties
times. Buckfield lias been eliminat50ft people out of the 122.000,000 in to Bennett in left field.
of a significance. George Austin as
of a constructive program, such as ■ i.impede will Impair his standing
; ed in the seml-flnals. Seven out of a
Score Twice in Sixth
this country received sufficient inLord
Augustus
Lorton.
referred
to
by
M
ilu-key.
who
is
not
in
danger
p
of eight trips to
OB8|Die number
having speakers for mass meetings
The sixth inning saw two more
come to buy the entire cotton and
the Duche-s of Berwick as her "disfor any
A model D mocratlc national con- and arousing interest by discussion of losing his standing with the co- ,..,,,.. ia ,,,, mean record
tallies
added
on
to
Bates'
score
when
wheat crop, while the masses, with
star fullback of the ,.,,,,, .,,,,, mU(.i, credit is due to the
reputable brother—such a trial to vention wiU be staged by the Men's of -a m pas problems- -. the moral.; i !• . was th<
Brown
hit
to
right
field.
Jekanoski
a capacity to consume, have not the
all"—and the object of Mrs. Ei- PoHtl e club al tii. Ir met Hng Tu«
of the -oliege ind the responsibility football team, captain of the hockey (0.lc|, Mr. Gould.
grounded to .Means, who fumbled the us
money to buy.
lynne's affections, puts that spice day 'n Roam ". Uhhy Forum.
\ t, and was named in the list of,
tin - .u! nt government seBumes In
hall,
and
LaVallee
sacrificed,
adPortland Wins Both Finals
"If you can say these things tointo the part which has made his
The affair wili he an open meeting improvinj moral standards, and the honorable mention by College Hitvancing
Brown
to
third
and
JekaAl the final meeting in the Little
day, so that people will listen, and
cemedy
always
something
to
he
antiand inenrbi ■• - of Bhe Women's Poll- Faculty and etude
I tl mshtp.
ncski to second. Munphy then hit to
that you will not b? called Bolshevik third
Cub and ot'i r students intern-Suggestion for Bates
and Hemipol found himself cipated with pleasure.
or Communists, you could have my unable CO r5j6 up to the demands
The remainder of the east H mad ■ ed are invited to atten I and take
n ;. Interesting to note that Bates
Bp-.e-copal position on one condition:
up of comparative or complete
tb <':.':• :o- lucatdonal coll ge In
if I could exchange places with JOII created by the situation and threw strangers to the'Little Theatre stage. .jart.
Bertram Antine, viee-presMen| of New England which has the comthe ball nowhere.; while Brown
land High Aff. had defeated
BerMIIII find some potion that would put
Margaret
Perkins,
a
freshman
with
a
club, will be temporary chair- piete Honor System in that it ha- DO is a Phi Beta. Kappa. McCluskey. wick High Neg. by a vote of 2 to t.
me bark 85 years, and let me start scored, followed by Jekanoski on the great deal of promise, will appear as the
queried
by
the
student,
refused
to
man and key-noter of the conven- faculty
member such a.- a bouse
Berwick High AIT. won over Buckover in this new day. We are now iu next irJlay.
Bowdoin scored again in the Lady Windermere. Lord Darlington. tion which i- espe sted to lect for- moUher who -hecks the Obedl are to give a statement for the press, but etiid High Neg. by the same margin.
a position as Christian ministers to
ale
a
major
r61e.
will
be
done
by
attributed
hisuccess
to
his
roomme r president Norman McDonald as the voles.
The judges
were
unanimous
In
cccomp'.ish more for soda1 ju.-tice eighth. McKown crossing the plate John Dorily. another freshman, who permanent chairman.
Members of
Suggestions for Bates concerm I mat s, who vehemently denies the picking Buckfield High Aff. as vicand the realization of the Kingdom
appears capable of handling such a the Politics Club are in charge of the change - in the rules for riding and honor.
Continued on Page 4, Col. 3
tor over
Brunswick High
Neg.
of God, than for ten centuries preresponsible part. Charlotte Longley
■ ii delegations, and are sel acting those' for Freshmen.
Brunswick High Aff. lost to Portvious if we are wise enough."
who created much amusement in assistants from the student body at
land High Neg. by a decision of 2
"Spinsters of Lushe" is extremely large.
lo 1 -Thus Portland was victorious
amusing at the talkative and proper
The Interest Of student body iu
in both of its final debates and was
We have a discussion by seveial
Duchess of Berwick, while Frances political affairs has manifested itself
awarded the championship.
Since
Boston University professors on the
Cronin. her docile daughter, makes t.i such a degree that a large attenBuckfield received the most votes
a great deal of Lady Agatha whose lanc may be expected, club offdeiads
necessity of radicals in a cottage comof the three remaining schools, the
Insignificance or prominence ts a. believe, fie' i plendld support remunity.
second place in the Tournament was
matter of interpretation.
eived at the occasion of the Model
B warded to thfa school.
Other members of the cast, who ! isarmaonenl Conference run by the
Then President Gray made $100
R presentati'ves of the Y. M. C. A.
"Our University students are loo
have been chosen because it is be- Club this winter warrants further
scholarship award
to the best inconservative, too little radical", delieved that they have the ability to
> mpts along the same line. Sopho- •are now considering material for this
dividual speaker of the finals. After
clared Prof. Everett L. Getchell of
sn
enter in'o the atmosphere of an Eng- mores and Frc'.mien who want to year's freshman handbook. The pro-1
Make
owing himself a master of the art
: is being supervised under the J^gg]]]t
the SchooJ cf Education. "It's about
The committee in charge of the lish society group, have so far lived Join the club nest year may take
" of suspense, Pree. Gray announced
^_
time they took an active part in so- annual
Senior
Creek
play
has up to expectations.
th's opportunity to show their In- able leadership of Julius Lombardi
thai the scholarship this year was
■3i of Newark. New jensey. He iMutual Agreement
cial conditions, as did Columbia stu- chosen Sophocles "Electra". which
The cast is as follows:
terest.
to go to Kenneth Grant of Buckassisted in the work by Francis
dents in the Kentucky mines or the will be presented
on the library Lord Windermore
John Curtis '33
Bates College saw history mad • <"'eld High School
The cups
for
i) \ ill '34, who displayed creditable
Vassar Girls who undertook to plead steps,
John Dority '36
Saturday. June
11.
Thi-; Lord Darlington
Bight, when
the
first | «''st and second place were awarded
effort in making last year's
hand- Thursday
for condemned
n^grofs. Our sta- plav is more
dramatic than
the Lord Augustus Lorton
Debate"
took
place, t" '••''">' Snowden of Portland, and
book a success, and two prominent "Telephone
dents should have regard for social "Electra'1 of Euripides.
George Austin '33
and
has
tic sbmen, Edward Tierney and Oor- with the opposing sides entirely ,ln-! Hector LcMuue of Buckfield in bewrongs."
been chosen because of the intense Mr Cecil Crahaim Charles Povey '34
I known to each other.
The Dear- •"»" OI ""'"' respective schools. All
loti Seneca).
"In all foreign countries, revolts interest created by Eugene <
Mr. Dumby
Parker Dexter |3 2|
The annual handbook has been of; shivers of East Barker called Che- expressed their appreciation for the
begin in the colleges, the students trilogy, "Mourning Becomes ;Elec- Mr. Hopper
Norman Balcom '35
: at valu" to the incoming freshmen ney House and challenged the glrlB awards and for the fine work wnicli
uprise against oppressoin. I consider tra."
Parker, butler
Robert Kroe.psch '33
B dictionary of Bates College, its ...'.. J«.I....."
. *. ,..,<.<..>,„„ Ro=«!vJ
it an encouraging sign when radical
!
In the early days, three lit.Man Lady Winder-mere
i traditions, activities, opportunities td: "That It Is Cp To The Girls To | "'"" carrying on.
movements --tart in Universities, for societies of Bates combined thenMargaret Perkins '35
Mi. (Jrant a \ crsatilc.student
| and regulations. Although the edi- Better Conditions At Chase Hail!
it shows people are thinking of some- resources, and held a reunion meet- The Duchess of Berwick
K e
S
■omniittee will make an effort Dances". The Dear-Slayers sat in a
thing else besides athletics, socials ing on the Friday night before the
„ "",Pi \ . u-'V T
.* SfTr
Charlotte Longley '35
»« Buckfield High, has not yet dean! such. Perhaips this invasion of final exams. In 1912 it was suggest- I.adv Agatha Carlisle
In connection with the finals of to improve the value of the book, it semi-circle around the phone and |cided
what
his plans will be for
The' offered suggestions and argumentss
the mines or this pleading for con- ed that instead of the literary meetFrances Cronin '3 2 the Bates Inter-s.holastic Debating favors making low expenses.
directors of the handbook are making I supporting"the affirmative. The Che- U«t year. Consequently, he was UnLeague,
held
Friday
and
Saturday.
demned negroes is an outburst — ing a Greek
Ladv
Plymdale
Jeannette
Wikson
'3
2
play be given.
and
mouthpiece
likewise, able to say whether or not he will
perhaps it is significant of the new "Aedopus at Colonus" was chosen. Ladv Jedburgh
Betty Fosdick '35 it Is Interesting to note that the as unusual effort in canvassing for „ev House
1
' '""''e to Bates. This is not the
numbers
of the Bates advertisements in order that it will gathered around her a coterie of,"""
itude of students," said Professor Its success was so great that it was Lady Strutfleld Miriam Wheeler '34 Freshmen
be a financial success. It is planned I representative dance addicts, agreed; flrsi l,IIU' Mr (.rant has won P"zes
Debating
stiuad
recently
offered
to
I letch all.
SITS.
Cowper-Cowper
repeated
during
Commencement
"••' hl* speaking ability. At BUCKBabs Lincoln '3 5 meet any of those teams which were to have all material collected with- to uphold the negative, and the de-,1 field
Students becoming aroused
Week. This will be the 21st year
there is an annual award of $;>
Prof. Charles M. McConnell of that such a play has been present- Mrs Enlynne
Margaret lliim- '32 entered in the league and were in three weeks and the book ready bate was on.
! to the winner of a public speaking
for distribution by the first of Sepeliminate
1
In
the
preliminaries.
There
were
no
formal
rules,
but
Rosalie
Thelma
Poulin
'35
S'hool of Theology was most em- ed.
|contest in which all students in the
Those schools which accepted the tember.
sarcasms to the Solar-Plexns were first, three years of Buckfield High
■
^o:—■
phatic, when, in referring to the ratake
Tryouts w'"
Place very
offer
were
Hallowell
High
School.
|
barrcid,
and
the
men
were
to
be
per■'■'■ 1 attitude of students against so-soon and everyone is invited to try
School may participate.
Mr. Grant
Deering High. Gardiner High and
mitted a word in self-defense at won this prize each of his first three
cial condition, he said. "Students out The general committee is headthe
second
team
from
Buckfield
High'
least
when
the
Cheney
House:
have a perfect right to revolt. It is ed bv Mashe Lightman,
years. He has also been a particiand conSchool. The question under dlsmouthpiece consulted her team for pant in the State Prize
the right thing for them to investi- sists of Jeanette Gotte?feld. ElizaSpeaking
eu.-.-ion
was
the
league
question:
c
pinion
or
argument.
gate conditions and act as they see beth Tavlor Shirlie
Contests and similar contests sponAustin,
and
Resolved,
That
the
several
states
The
telephone
operator
declared
fit, ibeoause they arc supposed to re- Margaret Hrnes. Bobert LaBoyteaux
sored by Oxford County. Although
should enact legislation providing
the debate a draw—on the merits of he did not win any final prizes in
present the thinking minority of peo- s stage manager and electrician
for
compulsory
unemployment
inthe
question—therefore,
the
followple from which the future leadership with Kushton Long as his ass.stan, .
he did reach
the
The members of the Freshman ing resolutions were adopted: both these contests,
surance. The season will close with a
must come. Secondly, in most of our Orlando Scofield is business
in the State
Contest.
manClass arc looking forward with much sides agreed to foster and diffuse an semi-finals
radio
debate
against
Gardiner
High.
institutions, students
get out of ager and Gilbert
For four years he has been on the
Clapperton
has
Friday, April 8, a negative team enthusiasm, to April 23 on which "altitude of mind"
whereby
the debating squad, and this marks his
touch with life, and by experimenting charge of the music. Prof. Bobmson
The New England Association of con rieting of Lionel Leanieux '33 date the Freshman Dance is to be girls
discontinue
promising
dances
j
in such conditions for themselves, is coaching the play.
I third trip to Bates as a debater.
College Teachers of Education will (substituting for John Khouri) and given at Chase
Hall.
beginning ahead (intermission and last
they gain the facts first hand, with■?'"".'" : All during his high school career, he
hold an important convention here (Jordan Jones '35. met Mr. Allen and promt-t!y at 7:3D.
y ;
of
course
excepted).
and
out censor-hip or second-hand tachhas worked his way and has paid
on Friday and Saturday of this week. Mies Hatch of the second team of
The committee consisting of Baring. Thirdly, radicalism shows that
This association meets annually, in Bu kfield High School. Following bara Lincoln. Harry O'Connor, John and in a dignified fashion disperse, all of his bills. The only year when
»„,.ii .. .i„ ,.„uao-o with whi-h the : BucKmeid mgu ocnum. ruuuwiugi oara LdircuMi, nu. i.. c v«
. -«.... separate, and be seated on the out- he found time to go out for athlestudents are becoming aroused to
April at the college wthw h,h
e
E,e Robert Lawrence '35, and Van Syckle. CbarJotte Harmon and skirts of the dance floor. In return,
social injustices which are contrary
president is connected. Last year, the Howard Norman
'35. upheld the| Robert Kramer have been working the men agreed not to ask for dance tics, he went out for baseball, and
to the principles of sound sociology
won his letter in that sport. Bates
convention was held at Tufts, when affinmativs against Miss Holmes and hard to complete arrangennent3 for
reservations; and to dance with the will be fortunate if she secures a
and economics.
Prof. Shaw of that college wag presi- Mis Pearson, also of Buckfield. On I th's dance.
girls remaining in the 'much discuss- student of his caliber.
"Colleges should really sponsor
dent. This year. Dr. McDonald, Bates Saturday. Oordan Jones and HarriThe dancing music, which is , "stag line", or go downstairs out
Both Portland and Buckfield are
movements like those taken by the
The members of the musical clubs professor of Education, heads the son Greenleaf. who substituted for to be furnished by "The Bobcats", j ed sight.
Columbia students who went into will present a concert at Oxford. association and is instrumental
in John Khouri. met Deering High will be interdispersed by selections jcl The debate ended with a pledge eligible to compete in the National
the Kentucky mines to investigate Friday evening. As this is to he the having the convention held here. It School. .Ralph Haskell and Donald by a male trio consisting of Norman off cooperation in bringing out the Debating Tournament to be held at
Sioux City. Iowa on May 16.
17.
conditions. If necessary, the school last concert on the schedule this is a great honor for Bates since, MiKar .supported the affirmative for Grieg '35. Paul Kggleston '35, andj-aattitude
.v_
of mind", therefore, the and IS.
At present both schools
should finance them. It is the kind seaion. Professor Seldon T Crafts heretofore, the meetings have been
Harry
O'Connor
'35:
piano
selections
Dear-Slayers
posted'
sc
some propagan- hope to be able to enter this conof research carried on by learners hopes to repeat the success experien- held in larger colleges near Boston. Deering.
_ and vocal: da making notice of tthe dance rally test,
On April 27 these Freshmen, who by Norman Bruce '35:
but they are unable as yet to
rather Chan teachers. Such efforts ced at Bockland two weeks ago.
#,
soloe
by
Norman
Grieg
35.
The
danc-!
]
i
Saturday
noon,
attaining say whether or not this will
le
a
on
be
at lea-?, tsnd to uncover facts hithThe organizations taking part will J^ 2SS*^JtlSStS| -he up the Ba,;s
meet
teams
ing
will
be
conducted
much
as
it
j
publicity
with
the
following
catcholleges in Preparing Teachers for! Debating Squad, will
possible. It is largely a matter of
erto suppressed in order to prove be the Glee Clubs, the Little Symraising sufficient funds.
some theory or social system," con- phony, the Garnet Trumpeters, the
Semi-Final* Began Friday
tinued Prof. McConnell.
New Male Quartet, the Garnet ReOn Friday night the seventeen
Dangerous to suppress Them
velers, and several soloists. Among
schools which had survived the pre"No student is ever made ridicu- these last are Sylvester Carter. Clyde
liminaries were paired off to meet
lous by interfering in such social Holbrook. Almus Thorp and Norman
in the semi-finals. They were arrangcondition", said
Prof. Robert E. DeMarco.
ed in groups of 3, and in order to
'Moody of c. L. A
"if people are
Such
trips
are
considered
very
vabe a winner, a school's negative
right, le; the sbudentte come in to
since not only do they afford
find out about it. They sJiould be luable,
leges, as well as proiessorb aim
Refreshments of fruit punch and conclusion of the first "Telephon ■ and affirmative teams had to be vic81>motime during the first week in
pleasure
to
their
participants,
but
permitted to go ahead in such matassistants in these departments are
cookies will be served.
Debate" ever staged,
Continued on Page 4, Col. 4
ters, for whether right or wrong, it they give invaluable experience in invited to attend the convention.
■»•»■
[
.
I
public
presentation.
is dangerous to suppress them."

Large Crowd Sees Bates "Lady
Windermere',5 Once With Local Paper! Group Accepts In vita- Results Announced In Little Theater Saturday
Morning—Pres. Gray Awards Scholarship
Down Late Rally
tion To Assemble
Fan" Has Large Cast
Veteran Journalist
To Kenneth Grant of Buckfield
Here Next Year
—Some Novices

Several Freshmen

Delegates Honored

Bates Athletes
I 19th Tournament
Have Good Ranks Both Schools EHgible For
Student Body

Model Convention
Plan of Politics
Club on Tuesday

Bertram Antine To Be
Keynote Speaker

Y Starts Work On Dfcf Si^on
Annual Handbook Ji* of ™
Telephone Debate

Seniors Choose
Sophocles' Work
For Annual Drama

a Draw,

Radio Contest
Closes Freshman
Debating Season

Bates Entertains
College Teachers
of Six N.E. States

Musical Clubs To
Give Final Concert

Freshman Dance
—Saturday Night
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During the past ten years remarkable progress has been made
in the social life of the campus. This period has been marked by an
increasingly liberal attitude on the part of the administration Toward
men functions, and the students in their turn aeem to have satisfactorily assumed the responsibility which comes with added freedom of conduct. At this time it is imperative that further advances
in this direction should be made, before the character of the Chase
Hall Saturday Night dances degenerates to the mauling level of a
BUSINESS MANAGER
public dance hall.
A 1. I-atham. Ir . '38
It is a notorious fact that there are two evils at present m our
(Tel. S33B4)
Chase Hall dances; overcrowding and the I'stMg line". These are due
Woman'* Editor
F.linor Williams. '83 to the fact that
there is neither ■ sufficient floor apace or seating
(Tel. 2>73)
capacity to acoomodate the students who attend these dances. Last
Debate Editor
Helen A<hr. 18 Saturday evening a valiant attempt was made on the part of those
(Tel. 2573)
Women's Athletics
Dorotb] (I'llara.

Pepys

ERCOLLEGIATE

College Life
In Retrospect

Thi-ou^h

The keyHole—

present to co-operate with the Chase Hall Committee but the force of
•is soon overcame the desire to eliminate the stag line..
31 ' CirClllllstilllCt

By YALKRY BIRATI
As he arose on the dais, in front
of the bank of evergreens which
secluded the organ and the organist.
A b'-ribboned bouquet comer; to h*s face, -plain and Man-d in the dim
tte from the King's College Record. light of the church, bore no promise
Thus magazine has this to EW for thai h:.s ppeech would carry worlds of
:he Garnet: "The very engraving on gnbtte satire, wisdom, and darts of
the front cover attracted immediate thought. He looked too much like
attention, and the contents fullyjus- the busine?.- man. and it was only
tified it. From a light story, Gen-j when he told as, in opening, that he
t'le'man'.'unkccuJomed'ae'l'am" to! had gone straight from Yale to an
"idealistic
Materialism", the win- editorship on The Nation that w
nflrg -peech in the Maine Oratorical first flensed the liberalism of the man.
CoMeet. and a large number of ex-j
f^mkkm Holt of Rolling
cellent student poems,
Poem* the
the Garnet,
Gamet.
Florida,
speaking before
b
provides a well-balanced
diet of II" *„:„„,.,,, ,Hv „,,,„ *, >„„,,.
terary material. •
eastern Pnlwsralty at its CoaaaaeareBY MII.DRKI) HOLLYWOOD

Unless the number of dancers is restricted, there can be no solution
for this problem except by materially adding to the floor apace and
seating capacity.
We are inclined to favor the retention of dances in ('has,' Hall
•In 'the spring a young mans
«_ . ,\.„ . _J« I i.ient last June. To one only two (lays
because it is peculiarly fitted for social affairs of this nature. The
The mortality rate for
these edi- "'<"' >'"" '..•_.
_..,;
_,_.:
fancv lightly turns to thots of love"
on vacation from college classgymnasium is not particularly suited for use as a dance hall, and no ...Ab. yes! Spring is here
and tons-in-chief is constantly increasing. <""
l,1,,.si(i,.I1. Holt's words wen
doubt such functions would do the floor of that building ii" good. the HI
r - =,' steadier... and the Charles J. Turmond fa) now ex-edi- ™ '\ '! t 1*1 ^'h
In preference to this move, we suggest that a transmitter be installed Dean wonders how the co-eds are !0r-in-chief of the Centre College late '."» <»< <> !»■'"
ceding iii "controlling those last Cento, for his statements in the ediin the dance hall on the upper floor of Chase Hall, or that another
orchestra be engaged to play in that room. This would give employment to some of our musicians who are not engaged at present, and
AUDITOR
would in all probability be more economical, siilce the charge for
I'rof. Pare] 1». Wilkins
the use of the gym would no doubt be quite hijrh. It would afford
Subscription, J3.UU p«-r year in advance.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.
Written Notice "( change t.f address ibonld l>e in the hands ot the Business ilanafer another advantage in that sufficient floor space would be made availone Weak ' < -fore the issue in which the change is tn occur.
able so that the lives of dancers would not be endangered by the eds are feverishly indulging the art ] good influence on .-cholarship. de- He knows what is important."
'Die Editor is icsponsihle for the editorial column and the general policy of the
of the couturiere w-iili amateurish portment of the student, and on the
paper, and the Managing Editor of all the urticlea in the News Columns.
"kangaroo hoppers" and "tailspinners" in our midst. When the ,.results
dred times methods of the instructor. They en-(
..Tllo lecture system is a system
f,.lllls
the
the firet
first hun
hundred
.Member of New Kngland Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
problem
of
overcrowding
has
been
solved,
the
"stag
line"
will
have
are t]1P hardest, girls.... We hear cou raged the men to do better work j ayhmtlly the contents of the lecturer's
Published Wednesday! dnrittg the College Year by Students of Bates College.
rJntcred us second class matter of the post office at Lewistou, Maine.
little excuse for existence. Therefore, we urge upon those in control ilia! vigilance has been transferred because of their own high scholar- „0t«.book n'e's into the student's
of this matter, the urgent ncod for some action, and that soon. If the '■ from Cheney to Chase House. . . a. ship aims."
j notebook without passim! through
Priatad ■■> l.e Mcst-ager Publishing Company, Lewislou, JIaine.
for Cheney... but... Norm
That would seem to call for an ,| . ,„i,Mi of (either."
spirit which was manifested Saturday Night continues to be present. I j.'^f. noticed a change in curtain-; "all together now" cheer from co-| u
we need not worry about the success of our attempts to remedy thesi pulls iii a room in Frye St. House. . . I eds
Gradually the audience stirr
Russia
conditions.
under President
Holt's quiet and
li.l you really, really mean to use
Many of our readers will have come to the conclusion that Ex.that telescope for strictly astronThe foJlowing 'parodoxical state-' good-humored eatire. Prim, sfi'.fomical purposes, Korm?. . . . Dame mentis from the .pen of a freshman at -,. ,,ured sichool-rteachers. graduates
(iov. Baxter has changed his position in regard to Russia with
Rumor, who has the eyes of an eagle Mass. Srate College are for the Ame- of some of the "best" colleges in the
Chapel Diary
chamelon-like dexterity after having read the statement which was
.. .and the ears of a faculty member; riean Literature
classes to puzzle Ea.st. who early had been adamant
published on the front page of last week's Student. However, we
...claims that our esteemed physi- over: "In science, you learn more in their expressionless decorum,
feel that such a conclusion is an injustice to that worthy gentleman. Attendance for the Week:
: Jl directress was seen with a dark and more about less and less, until gradually changed their pantomime,
28%
man in a camel's hair coat and a you know everything about nothing, as a snowman does when the sun
although we do think that he seems to be a little more enthusiastic Faculty
Students 97%
dazzling beige and mauve roadster
In Philosophy, you learn less and beiomes warm.
about conditions in Russia than we would have expected. According Monday:
on day last week.... Too bad to less about more and more, until you,
to a statement in the Lewiston Sun for Dec. 1">. he was quoted as
"Doc" Zerby added a little va'. -.ippolnt you
He was only a know nothing about everything." i
Even the recitation system,
<li«l
riety to the usual monotony this
saying:
not escape the Sooi-at4's-lfke questiondealer... ah. but he had euch winmorning. "Variety is the spice of
I am tired of hearing the Soviet system in Russia referred
Co-eds at North Dakota Agricul- lag Of Rollins" president. "One man,"
ning ways... All of which reminds
life." Surely chapel needs lots of
'.•;. . . last week was 'Health Week. . tural College who fail in one subject he said, "goes a thousand miles to
to as an experiment, as though it might collapse any time and
gpice these days.
Wonder when
NORMAN Ma-DONALD
! fashion shows
movies, "Foot are compelled to stay in their rooms sit at the feet of a certain, learned.
remove itself from the earth. Long since it has passed that stage;
•liey are going to remove the
That the long protracted and Je-!Fo">'"- for instance... posters ad-: with no visit.-re and no telephone famous man. and when be gets there,
BOOt from the wall above the rait is a reality, a going concern, and in a Russian way it is a BUCited question
of Phillipine inde-1inonishing you girls t0 keep your, calls Diuw<en tne hours of seven and the limn who knows asks questions
;
diators In our beautiful chape'.. bated
eess, by that meaning that it is securely established and is going
pendence is still a moot question in I heads up and your chins in . . . Alice ten p.m. on all nights of the week, of the man Who doesn't know."
Well
Doc
gave
us
a
good
workto continue indefinitely.
d we kept Washington is revealed by Japanese May, June Sawyer, and To_ny_ Bates: Think how their tongi
tongues must wag
„
,
, ,
,
No
1
!
thoughtful student has
over
His latest statement only serves to confirm this quotation, and
reiteration of a former proposal with are proclaimed :o be the 1932 Sil-| before and after those hours.
awake.
| been beleaguered in his classes w:ththe United States guaranteeing per- houettes of Bates. . . the very latest'
we might add that it seems to be as much of a success in an "Ameri- Tuesday:
out
Attention. CMfee Haiil chaperones.
feeling, as Holt did. "The gioriGloomy day. . .
Prexy away. . . petually the independence of the things... This conservative eommu-j
can way" as in a "Russian way", if we are to believe what he says.
: in question. The value of a nity ha-- suddenly become wondrously the imillenium has been reached! fication of research over teaching.
Why do some of our profs try to
However, it is our honest opinion, that under the capable guidance
it has j Dancing partners at Heidelberg main- the tediousness of writing unimhide behind that lectern... we Japanese signature to international j progr -, iv (his spring
of the Soviet Tourists Bureau, this Maine traveler has been shown
can't hear
them anyhow,
inn documents is now somewhat doubt- actually permitted the Women's) tain the decorous distance of half- l'ortant thesej on unimportant subwriting more and more
on
one side of the picture.
they look better in front. Accous- ful. Japan signed the Five-Power I Athletic Department to purchase | a-foot from each oTher at all times. Jews;
kneo-leugth "short" stockings for; Wonder who the official distance- leHS and less," as did the
mature.
We do not believe thai even the most gullible of those Russian
tically speaking its bad form to Treaty guaranteeing the integrity of tne
I
girls' gym costumes. . . Don Juan measurer is.
I graduate student, who in his doctorigg Pact.
throw one's voice into a vault... China* and also the Kellogg
sympathizers, whom Baxter claims are in hiding on the Bates
ate thesis, came to "the surprising
Tokio's signature has not recently' from Danbury is sadly missed at
wonder
why
some
speake-s
campus, .would have been taken in quite so completely as he seems
The managing board of the North- conclusion that little boys like dogs
haven't... and then too. Ihere is been as binding as would seem de-l^rye St. House. . Oh. F.<1, is impetigo
to have been. For most of us the Russian experiment is still an
The latest eastern News upges all to he!p the best, and little girls like cats best!"
the possibility they might be sav- .siral>Ie to certain nations concerned really contagious?
by tossing cigarette
"experiment". Insofar as it aims at an economic system where proing something,
even though
1 over conditions in the Far East. : • piing sports appear to be airplaning unemployed
"Why, Robert Frost couldn't get
There is no assurance that future ■
and riding in those new smoothy butts where it is dry. And in line
can't hear them.
duction is for use rather than for profit; where there is intelligent
signatures would be any more bind- roadstens HO sublely parked... out- with this thought, we would suggest a Doctor's degree on his original
Wednesday:
planning for production and distribution, rather than the grossly
Sheaf of poems! .... The Classicists
Those three chairs on the plat- ing when economic interests are in- --'i.ie the boys' dorms... Fooled you heated refuse cans.
(he must have meant Pope, Ih-yden,
stupid and unintelligent system, or rather lack of sytem under which
j that time, did I?
For such a
form give me the willies... at 'volved.
and their barren ilk) have killed the
! diminutive thing Gil's moustache (?)
we live; and insofar as it attempts to remove the shams which have
Williams they used to refer to a
At Univ. of Missouri, a "dating Classics; modern philosophers have
W ■ read where Senator Bingham creates quite a sensation, doesn't it?
similar setup as the "seats of tho
grown up in the institution which supports the present system, we
ureau is the newest money making kjjie,! ,,i,i!„soi>hv
. . . Schools and
hopes for the return of a wave of ... The little things in life!
Holy
Three".
.
.
it
would
be
more
are compleily in sympathy. When, however, it attempts to achieve
A dime is the "service char- colleges have liioi-e to Irani S'rolll
prosperity BrmuHaneoasly with a I Just returned from a. beautiful re- tjneme.
conducive
to
worship
if
the
alter
ge" asked by "CiLpid". Here's your life
•
this aim of service through the paradoxical use of force and terrorism,
than they have to teach life . .
were left
in full -view... but. wave of beer, ft would seem that the, pa.H of wienies and sauerkraut, chance, you future Mellono'
To my mind Cicero was a punk
rather than the democratic processes of law. we part company. Until
-ure of materialis'ic circum-| mashed potato, rye bread, butter cofperhaps this is not supposed to
I'nited States senator."
■i .s now transcends the physical'fee and onetard pio How lntriajningsuch time as reliable information can be procured regarding the sucbe a worship service... then too
At MctJIli University, tins quesand moral welfare of the country.; ly interesting... Commons??
we would not see much of..,
And thus he went on. thrusting,
cess of this experiment, we believe that, as people who are repretion
was
recently
debated,
"ResolThe bill is apt to fare badly in Con-; N'erts!!!! . . . And Chase Hall
ved. That it is better to be drunk parrying, and stepping back to laugh;
sentative of the educational classes, it is our place to suspend judge- Thursday:
page
the
girl
who
snared
two
men
Lover's lane in the vestibule...
ment and to say to either side. "So far not proven."
However, now that the gentlest for intermission... and then there "than to he in love." Only a sugges- pleading for more human relations
chapel does seem to serve at least
between students and faculty, the
boom
of many yean; is in full sway, was the boy who was sorry, but he tion. Brooks.
This is only a part of the story, for, while we are suspending our
one good purpose. . . a nice storv
communion he found in business, but
the
economists
find
their
thinking
had
the
next
four
by
the
way.
that, about the man that slipped
judgement, the world is moving swiftly and events are happening
in college;
the same
Dr Robert Legge described the ■ -■-- denied
a note into the woman's hand. . . much clearer. Instead of explaining three of our most prominent gigolos men on campus of the University of i relationship Dr. Brown asked for in
with astonishing rapidity. As Bishop Blake said last week at Augusta
and
theorizing
about
past
events,
were
exported
to
Jackson
over
the
religion, dope or
dynamite?...
California as "the poorest dressed! Cha.pel recently; the same that some
"This is a great time to be alive. I would give anything to be thirtygave up counting my row. . . they can devise ways and means of week end. . . Mac. why did you do it men in the county". He complained I of °* nave asked for, and to some exfive years younger. Xow is the lime when men can remake the world.
avoiding
the
past
mistakes,
which
I...
Leap
year
dances'and
the
blushtent
they're too consistent in
their
been granted.
no one seemed to have recognized as i tag co-eds who hesitated. . . evidently against corduroys and called themj
studying. . .
if they will." So it is that whether we will or no, we are caught in
.
mistakes earlier consequently avert- we need
more room than Chase "bacteria carriers". One co-ed defen-;
Friday:
the swiftly moving current of events, and it behooves us to do someded the collegians
by saying: "I
I resident Holt sat down, beaten
ing
present
day
economic
maiad
j
net-!
affords
for
our
Sat.
night
dances...
l)!
,k
l,v
Three responses in one week. .
think the men's trousers are so mas-' '.
"''""(lerous applau-c eonthing at the same time that we are using our best intelligence to
and the stag hunters mass meeting online."
wonder what happened to the ments.
I do it know what they j '■"•rated By those cduratoi-s who sat
solve our problems. This is where Ex. (Iov. Baxter conies back into
One
suggestion
that
stands
out
went
over
big
too..
.
The
Chase
Hall
,cre
an
creative urge among the faculty
would do without them. Such naive- [ "
*' listened to him, and who,
the picture again, for he has appealed with almost religious fervor
. . . seven hundred times fifteen from the others is calculated to tan- Improvement Society headed by Mac- te.
j perhaps, went back to their classes
part
a
little
system
and
integration
Donald
and
Weatherbee.
.
.
we
have
minutes equal one hundred and
to the people of the State of Maine asking them to urge their repre; next day and did their circumscribed
our economic life: namely, some the straight goods that Wea therbee
seventy five ho urs at the disposal : into
fornl of
sentatives in Congress not to favor recognition of Russia, and to
Six students of the University of j *hihaTiag for their students, .-mining
f
chapel
services
centralized
control
of
induscan't
take
it
however,
he
did
,n
,ls
of the leader of
services..
'1'ey were supposed
to
stand for an increase in armaments since for him as for Litvinoff.
try. The Swope plan is mentioned ] dance two or three with Her... this Denver were suspended when they |""". '"
talk about wasting time...
enliven
and make avid for tin
the Soviet Foreign Minister,
frequently in this connection. The j is the second time he has tried to attended class in their bathing suits.
Communism is Disarmament, and Saturday:
knowledge of LIFE.
The men would have something geueral idea seems to be quite com-j crash. . . threatens to make a scene It goes without saying that ihey
Disarmament is Communism". He also believes that "Socialism ami
: o;—
—
evidently dc not have to endure
mendable.
Why
not
have
a
federal
.
.
.
Povey
and
Pierce
did
a
snappy
to
talk
about,
too.
if
they
could
Communism are one and the same thing." Such unthinking indisget their fan mail before chapel planning board with some powers of number before the arrival of the this ' awful Maine weather '.
A WORD OF SYMPATHY
crimination is dangerous and detrimental to the best interests of
... as it is, they talk anyway. regulation and control of the various femmes. . . Well, avoid to the wise
Former Governor Percival P. Baxworld peace and good will.
We had a beautiful reading les- phases of industry. Such a board is sufficient. . . And then there is the
careless frivolity
This former Governor of the State of .Maine has appealed to the
son this morning. . . What-a-man could have at its command exhaustive rumor that Freddy Harms prefers ter ic atir?-;t:ig quite \ lot of Ho- an Amid all the
d absorbing routine
of campus
David. . . they say he had a voice and detailed data concerning every Mai-lene Dietrich to a lecture on tic; in Main" collegiate :;:r;lcs. Un-l,,fe
we
economic welfare of the people of this state on the grounds that
ter
the
c.i.ition.^f
"The
Sage
rf
:he
«
are
all
of
us. perhaps, too
It Disarmament... Wilkins has evolved
that would carry across the val- economic pulse of the country
imports Of Russian pulpwood are endangering that industry in this
Prone to forget the bitter sorrows
ley. . . wonder how it would make would be possible for it to control a new formula... BQ equals H.R.E Casco Speaks for Russia", the text ,ha
state because of the alleged convict labor in that country. We
' Come all unexpectedly to indiout when
projected
over the! Production and distribution to the Given BQ a Professor of note... H of an article that appeared in the
Words are inbelieve that it is putting things conservatively to say that relatively,
heads of 'the student body. . . I extent that the evils of over-pro- is an animal used for bearing bur- Student last week also appeared in viduals around us.
!
High school teachers here todav duction and mal-distribution would dens... Solve for R.E.... Then there the Colby Echo. The editor comments adequate to express the depth of
Russian labor in the year 1982 is at least as "free" as American labor.
be
they got a great impression j
obviated. The part of the machine was the dean who wanted to know- that Mr Baxter's remarks "in the sympathy that we feel for Harold
However, purely from this economic viewpoint, as Pres. Gray has
in an economic system could be who the
of compulsory chapel.
he faculty adviser' w^ae^or'the' lieht of hie recent attack on Maine H»»'h "14 at the passing of his
pointed out. only two per cent of that commodity, which is imported
defined and limited. Unemployment Bates Student..
Sneaking of the' colleges becaue© of their friendly at- mother. We can simply
offer him
into this country, conies here from Russia. Recently a bill was incould in large /part be prevented.' commons.
>ns...
. . we heard of a boy who t,tude towards the Russian experi- 'he
silent handclasp of understandin
K, and the reminder that there
Capital could be directed into the wanted a cup of tea and a litth ment in government and economics
troduced in Congress asking for an embargo on Russian goods. This
' One who run heal the wound of
proper channels. Labor could not be warm milk to iput in it
and the are. to say the least, amusing
bill was support by Senators Dill and Walsh of Washington and
poignant grief so surely that it need
eaptoited, but could be protected. ; little boy who was told that the
Montana respectively. At least two of the Senators who ask this
ln
Service
in tne
the Dining Hall oof never leave a scar.
lhe future may see developments commons food would make him big M oerv
Jc.e
M
8
S,a,e
embargo like to sail under the color of Democratic progressives or
"Anything but religion", a sug- along that line
The ideas seem and strong. .. he replied "bigger and
^ ',
College will be place;
■» cd
progressive Democrats whatever that is. I mean Dill of Washington gestion
we guess he entirely on a cafeteria basis begingiven
Professor
Lewis worth thinking about. Certainly any stronger" mabbee
and Walsh of Montana. But they come from states which produce among votes cast for chapel speech way of eliminating waste, over-pro- must have been one of the head ning next September. The new plan
lumber and manganese ore and, therefore, they worry about the suggestions, influenced him to deli- duction. and unemployment is worth waiters... Good news... Ivy Hop requires all students living in the
ver a chapel talk Thursday morn- consideration.
, May 26th... reasonable price and college dormitories to eat in the
iniquity of letting Soviet goods in. Actually not to import manganese- ing on that subject. Accordine to
Dining Hall at the rate of $6.50 a
OTlfl llltTikfii* fi*ATV« t)<if!i>in
i i> tn i til - i 4 n Hassaa —. —-— „. ^_ _ C i
a.
m a*
1
and lumber from Russia is to invite our^own profiteers to deforest Mr. Lewis the three following reaweek, n ie hoped that this action
have taught us that the indis- No End. . . 'There is much more hut will satisfy tho wide spread comthe country and exhaust our supply of inferior manganese.
| sons offer a solution as to why colNo letter, whataoever. wlU be
pensa
m thls
As Norman Thomas has put it. "This business is all the more lege students should desire to listen i f
. . E .v
"'""nn unless signed
"sT, ,hJf^i. f°r »"!£. »* U.-.'••!--..,.•
«"P-;• :• »- Curtis says, "don't plaint of the sttfdent body that sui-! Vf
by the name of the author.
table food can be found only at offany Subject bUt religion in
n
6
1
absurd when one considers that last year the United^tates-boughlpe,
^\^ L*?&.-^2%\£rg2. hatched" 'Norton'DoijeT a *, eampii6 eating hauses.
goods from Russia valued only at $12,611,100 while according to the
New York TIMES Russia bought more than a hundred million
At the Univ. of Minnesota, left- ih.!««f',7, I'L V'JT c"}u'""m™* be
dollars worth of goods. That means nothing to Congressmen who
handed ping-pong is being hwtMnted IIS?^^^^?-?1" S-°° wor,,sbe typewritten, and, written
to cure stammering. Suippose playing
want to slap Russia in the face. The excuse that they are only followon only one side <>r the ]>ai>er.
right-handed caused it?
f tion of what a religious experience I
ing the law which demands exclusion of goods produced by forced la- may be. he fails to comprehend
bor is pretty thin.
,h I"1Menm' of Culture
| that instead of its being a narrow '
"Ru'mble-6eat colds'' are blamed Tn
and
To
the Editor of the Student:
What a tragedy it is, and what a danger to peace when Con-i
restricting influence it may be
by ithe Univ. of Kansas authorities for' Dear SiT"
gressmen who have asked no embargo on loans aud war supplies to ,0, him ,he essence of growth and
the epidemic of red. running noses
There were co„„_ ,
which ^bee,vre,^ on tnJ:^ion!^.^^s^lo:^
Japan want a complete boycott of Soviet goods. If they don't like SSSft beinglorced'in'lo TreliBy James Dawson of the University of North Carolina
Russia they ought at least to acknowledge that Ru«ia exists, is a gious experience, are somewhat like!
great power, and has a great hold over the imagination of the world. the woman on the New York streets!
They ought to consider that if one finds oneself in a room with a late at night who, becoming alarmThe bleak instructor drones, a paladin
ed at the
presentable in its present condition.
Old Golds.
stranBer
bear and has no means to kill the bear, and no desire to kill him, he! fled „anira?,?I?£h
TH«
'
In wisdom jungles by the sages sown.
. j.1 .m"at be remembered that an
better make friends with the bear. The last way to do It is to kiokiupon «ThS h^'i,™ herTn^e
Repeating endless tenets he has thrown
who is really cultured has
At the Univ. of Maine there is individual
eed to lay rlaim t0 that fa(,t
the bear in the ribs, as these Congressmen advise. Here is an issue of """taining the words: "Jesus loves
To previous hordes, astonished bv the din
much agitation for a women
ou!
In reali
t
major importance to all who believe in peace, internationalism, and ?
'
ty, religion is an at-:
Hi* learning makes when beaten drv and thin
sing room. In an editoria7"on thisi; niar
JTalore- 25* » "£ thne aml '
empt to make life more meaningtter. the following statement w£ 3."ce for everything' . Our so-called
And countless mordant phantoms jostle down '
ful, and through it the individual
BafMaS
iade: "When girte comelo'the Ige ' H^* apPei
As intelligent students of world affairs, we can urge upon those may quietly orient himself to life.
1 o sit again and wear a ghostlv frown
pro
ke
many unk
comwhen
they
are
old
enough
to
guide/
1
.
',
™
'i<l
•
with whom we have the opportunity to chat on this subject, the ne- finding new determination and a
,h
our nstiTo see old Knowledge spread that ancient grin
themselves through college, they are' uu^
^T
",la"' *eux ofare
"
tl0n
Those of us who
aW
for living
with
cessity for an open mind and a tolerant attitude toward Russia, as better technique
e to
Across her tightly stretched and sallow skin •
developed sufficiently to iudee LhL i shave
u
«
■
well as the need for careful conduct on the part of our great nation people.
her or not they ehould smoke '' IL,0
I
- manage to do so when the o<lhe same she wore when first they kissed her gown
casiou
demands,
even
if
on
rare
octieal,
isn't
it?
~
in its relations with this contemporary of our. If we allow the unHarvard s big bejl. which has waAnd blinked before her jewel-brilliant crown
casions only, but when
these octhinking propaganda which is disseminated through the agency of kened generations
of students, is
W clever wrought and convoluted tin
casions arise, we are quite presentthe press to influence legislation which will create further ill feel- now- being hung on a scaffold, and
They frown to find their live illusions gone—
-.Son* oZ^^^W1 Me6 ab'.e "I ,hi,,k
ing between nations, we will pay the price for our indifference in •hats just the place for anything
i he pale and earnest lecturer drones on.
Master Univ. in Ontario record fhJ •
,'ng' V? inei6t that cudtu''«
thai
wakes
people
up
earlv
in
the
P
on
the shambles of a war such as the world has never seen.
entire aecture of profeeeorTln ahnil ol,,y
, T^he Blol
„.tYte Bates Cam-pus. if
morning.
—Boston Globe
hand. Typed copies oT the Week
wilfS I colMtrl
'" l
°sy lab. Yours for
lectures are sold for rYftl
'
"-«'e criticism.
iltty cente
I
-NOKMA.V T. BKI < 1. ' ir,
Valer? Bajratl, '32
Norman ataeDonald, '32
Bait Benbam, '33
Frank Hymn. '33
Kourr Derby, '88
AJtOM Irish, '33
Lucille Jack, '33
Plorenee .lanit-*. ':::!
Thalma Rittradge, '88
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
Isidore krik, '84
Nathan ■Milliury. '34
Monti Perry, '85
Edward Dolah, '::'.
Pranria rtatehlnp, :<.",

REPOKTOEIAL STAFF
Dawn Orralt, ".'■'.',
Alii.- I'lirinEton, '33
Margaret KmiU-tt. '88
Dorothy Staple*. :i3
Kenneth Wood, '38
Kurenp sVahtoa, "'i
Marjoiie Bennett, '34
Kaaey Oraekatt, *:i i
John llanlev. 14

l>»ri* W. McAllister. '34
Oliver. '34
Thendore Seaaion, '3d
Bliubeth Posdlek, '95
Willard Hiftsins. '3.1
MnrEart-t Hum'. '88
Dorothy Kimhall. "85
Carl MiUiken, '35
jean ifairay, '3."»
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Harold E. Smith, 34
Charles Wlnpple. '34
Obarle* Porey, '84
Richard Mi Alister, '85
Jantee Oliver. '85
AHJOH
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The Student
The World

8

M

Prof. Lewis Discusses
Cause of Chapel Dislike

n

JT^SSS^'S^iSf- " W«Sand

-X

CLASSROOM

- P?,Jl

-

f0r(

Annual (Betty Co-Ed
ifearbook, Ready
Goes Shopping
por Press Soon I

VKSPKK SKIIVK K
Th
no Rev.
Charles
Aibu.ki..
!.: "-.Pastor of the First Baptist
J™* «f Newton and Prof at
New-ton Theological Seminary will
in- the apeakar at the liual vesper
service of the year to be held
! next Sunday artPi-noon at the
I ChapeL Dr. Alhuckle has been
very popular as a speaker because of his line |M-rsonality and
I his forceful delivery. The subject
lor his talk will be "Why are «.Her.-?" There will be music by
the choir. The service will be
. conducted by Prof, /.erby.

Paul AMHI Talk*; Installation Of New
Greek Club 0fficerS
A
*.•
•
!?i
1
On Mission Field
At Symposium Monday

T
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Dunham Chairman
Of Commencement

"Practical1 politics generally arise
unions of unpractical poout of the ac
Utteiam." —G. K. Chesterton.

At the Senior class meeting held :
Friday. William Dunham was elec"Final preparations for the Phil- ted chairman of Commencement and
Hellenic Symposium.
to be
held Clifton Jacobs. Valery Buratij_ find .
April 25 in Fiske Dining Hall, have Kate FtaTl were elected as a commit-1
been completed. The purpose of the tee to Inquire into and report on
Class
symposium is to be the installation ;m -tiiliiies for the annual
I
of new officers of the Phil-Hellenic •;ift.
William Dunham as chairman of'
Society.
The program will consist ot tlie Commencement will appoint a comm ttee to aid in the planning and
banquet at which there will
Jjjjjj^j JuWu"by the incoming and • imooth direction of claas day and
followed by Commencement services. Although .
outsoing' president,
|,rjHge and dancing in the Rand Dunham has made no definite com- j
upon contemplated changes in
Gvmnasium.
Besides
these ment
Hal|
leatui-es. „le program this year will Clasa lay serrteee, ;ne pnndoit
only the Senior cuu>s
(.olUain a special event which is not | nion la thai
to |,e disclosed until the night of 1 will
(ne gathering. Special guests of the
Society
will be Prof, and
Blrs.
George M. Chase, Prof, and Mrs.
yv,ni A. Knapp. and Mr. and Mrs.
Frangedakis. Mr. Frange ,
new
,jafcia un honorary member of the

TUFTS COLLEGE

By BLEANOR I/IBBKY
Here la BOmOthlng you will love
Paul AM?n, candidate Secretary
on the Spot!
These snianly simple
for the Student Volunteer Board, on
Founded 1900
blouses are due to detigttt the
his second visit to the Campus spoke
COILFCE men an! women—prepare for_aj>rofashton-Wtoe co-ed. There is the Joan
ia Chase Hall last Wednesday eveCrawford with its long pointed collar!
ning under the anepioee of the joint
an<
ay now alu
le
V W. and Y. M. C. A. cabinetP.
'\c Tfnrilr
^ S
' "
Buster Brown, 1I
more
rnore ltian
com ever Ixfore.
new**, r.irn
•■."" a- . .o,-»,
(_)l LWUiv
tailored and youthful. Hut the Bu.lTheMr. Altleu's address
■baity !>aclccd by superior tramma.
wee "Different Types of Professions
irainin, 1
Co
"
i- p
garian model fe most appealing. In I
nnstin editor-in-chief
of I paatei crepe With flattering hateau i
[trf the Mission Field." The main
italoa "ay fuMe jrpuri
year book, thei neckline of ,muiti-polored smocking
me " -. pi rhaps, the art of knowpoor career. For informal
business manager, j R is ,tne Ray<wt of blouses
From'
ing how to choose one's vocation,
U . ,: li; i II.M.II.. Sc»- D«f|
rather than what to choose. Mr.
116 Hantingten Avenue
C,irrov. »"„«.„„' announce the issue i -$1.95 to *2.95 at the Hecker-Kran-:
Alden talked on many of the voca« what promises to gon Needfccrarft Shop.
Max °{
tione which are now open in the
Weli-dreseed college men appreciedition of this tradiuni'l"**
of
the out- ate new styles as much as the comission H I !. and he illustrated his
On'"
points with some ol bis own very
.'.'<! volunIe'« will be the Maine eds. For spring, what cou'.d be more
feat
inattng personal experiences.
" consistently carried -mart and practical than the suede
Mr. AMI that a person
lions by means *lip-ons in buckskin color with
! ,r0
trying to
'•■ TOoatioa which
• ' ' "'o.ih- and clever drawings. efficient zipper fastenings from $5
would ultimately bring the hap;::
fphotog™ ;, ,he Mirror is to be to $1"'.' The latest in sport fashionsi
and m
•! resuUa, should
",,''.,i aid gold. A beautiful i.< featured in the new combination
. itli its pine woods. by McGregor
.a. makes a particu-1 and contra*
aii»
set. T
cover design.
Dedicated to Prof.
where the J
SPECIAL RATES FOR
\l ' w hitehorae
; blaz. : -.
BATES STUDENTS
lication. foreword.;
Surprises
l
» ,,n,, the "Mirror" will use here alread
n
$12 for dual instruction
M l..,i-< which are
interesting j men. nol far away, the feminine
Annual Affair
., ,, .•„,.,
meeta the JinniVim;.' music singing, and conpboto-. ;
of their beauty nut heart turns, not so lightlv. to
The Society has its neadQuarte]
as to interest
rsatioo The term now implies any
*lii i'or solo flying
they belong
to I thoughts of clothes. Here we find lor
. A^y
to whom
the evening sheer silk organdies and in Portland .but holds a meeting .1IK| eapabilities, bu.1 he taite to an- festive gathering marked especially
each
year
at
Bates.
Thirty
or
forty
•
stand
where
tree
interchanging
of
ideas
in
dedicated,
These crisply swishing nest with ■ lots of
$1.00 for" observation trip over
members arc expected to attend the
they will be general conversation.
The sympo- are been
!
among ">e best
oest nature , self-color and contracting shades in meeting Thursday.
It i- this factor sium has been an annual practice of
[.excision and Auburn
1:
ated.
I
be found in his fine col-' the modish new blue-, and rosewoods.
Dr. Perkins of Colby and Dr. ,v,,
. . i
,lu, piiii-Hellenic Society at Bates
Jackets,
Jackets everywhere and Smith of Union College. New York.
, ,,
•„„ ,,f L, country, for the past 1- years and has met
I
_s with the titles evening gowns have them in sleek are especially interested in the orSee Bates Campus by Air
:
onsible for v.-itii repeated success. It is the aim
are decorated wit.i iilks and :perky taffetad. At Cortelte' ganization as is Dr. Fisher. Tbeia
| -ia .^ 0( -k :i. 1 worksnen, .,i the Society to conduct the symose,
woods,
and moderats prices.
members of the group are intensely
,
etc In other posium as near as possible after the
INSTRUCTOR FOR BATES FLYING CLUB
Ildolph
Weatherbee
anuj
Birtb lay-.
Mother's Day, ana
and ;: inierestea
interested in tne
the smuy
study OL
of uiiumais,
minerals, (guartere,
fashion ot the ancient Greeks.
I, Lord '33 are responsible Commencement. All hring the puzzle; but they are not professional minePaulAlden was entertained a* a
committee in charge. comSite art work.
The real m tll,,. U( I11U1I| Jewell-like
pen- rologists. On the other hand, they ... ;,, \i:.V:\
Hall, last
Thursday posed of Josephine Hill '34, Elizi;
WE CATER TO
damts of ameihyivt and at|iiamarine are men of varied interests and pro- afternoon. Then was a small opening betb MoGrath '3S. Grace Page '32,
IS. aK very beautiful.
blue are something new. From $1.75 fessions who are interested in Mine-; .t v, .,, ,,, mu
in 1 senti D
pray- i ad Elizabeth Tay lor '32, has put
MacDonald and Shirley ( and up c.leaining enamel .vanities rology as a hobby.
era, after which Mr. Alden said a forth special effort to make this
S
,. In charge of the Senior < in ,tne vivid shad€l3 fol- sl>0rts and in
;> w words. The rest of th afternoon year's program even more successCollection al Bales
sel ,10
ontaln
225 LISBON STREET
COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL
This
' "..P
^ ■} ! dainty tints for more feminine .moBates has been selected as the ive taken up in a discussion of [Uj than those of the past.
of
activities,
and
a
personal
problems
and
missions.
menta ar9 to |,e had at $2 and.up. depository of the collection
of
the
lUft*""".
..
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67 COLLEGE STREET
ot eacn memoer oi Very ,daggy cigarette cases for men . jjaine society. The collection
in:,
FRESHMEN CLASS MEETS
ior c aSS
are lshown in bla k an:l
ena
L i
in i I i
i
'
^hite
"! eludes all of the Important
Maine
Athietk Sections;au inemwe
STOP IN AND LUNCH THE REAL COLLEGE WAY
mei or in sterling silver. They arel mi„,.rals and is being added to consWhether or not to insert a page
tions,
under the I reasonable too. From |1.50 to $20 tantly thus meaning thai the college
Ol
compliments
in the
Mirror:
AT
Grace Page and a. narru-tone-Oc.'good Company
will have c>n display and for use in |
of the Bates whether or
not the class would
terke Mann, are to contain
desLteten...
everybody! You must! sludy a wonderful array of speciacuity attended a allow stag attendance at its dance
the important spoil ,9e th;; smart line of leather goods, mens.
held in
Moulton and whether or not sport
dies.
ar. In the W. A. A- especially if you are travel-min 1 1.
Thursdays meeting will be con- ^tSSVBowdoln College, 1«Tlfo£ should »* <»" standard form of at. team picfures
of. For the eo-eda a new bag called the ceraed
with Contact Metamorphic
68 LISBON STREET
It was the
first tire, were the three questions d.s,,1, the
and the black will Warren Wardrobe Tripper, roomy Minerals and with a study of thi day afternoon.
, H,,.. n.-.i I'Alliance
a French JJMssed at the Freshmen Class meet,' imliuiou for each sport.
and
light
in
weight
which
is
sold
new
apparatus
in
the
Carnegie
..
■i.iv.il..
I.
Al
^
^
'J'J,^
.,,,„,
Monday
afternoon.
Al!
la8t
Pictni - of the basketball team,! from $S.50 to $25.
And the ever Science laboratory. I, is one of ape>"
'
■ «' " ;'u*dv
of fteee were settled in the affirmative.
DA Y T
TIME
QNAPPY
■
Daj speakers, and the Se-1 popular Gladstone at a lower nrice cial intei-est to the members.
French ha^ been able to arrange
Because of the fact that an to*
A N 0
speakers will be the than before. There it* also a Una of
SPORTSWEAR
INN
|;
ken for the "Mirror".
swanky Handbags in "Crepe Fantasection should prove
COLLEGIATE GRIFFON (g-OTHES FOB MEN
Aubigne
Gushing
is
Clmrge Account Service
ons to illustrate the
109-111 Lisbon St.,
CORTELL'S
Lewiston, M»lne.
the Freshmen", the famous
tlarm clock • pisode, and many other
■ rents.
Humor to Humorous
Humor in the "Mirror"
will be
I
inny: Most people should be
WE SPECIALIZE IN
to the stully interested to hear that iii their editorial chalre." However, tengall, installation of officers and of particular interest
Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework
.iir old friend, Sam Pepys. expects since few editors haw fouinl occa- Initiatlon of live new members took dents who have been studying
To
wash
our
hands
of
Europe
in
■ a contribution.
This last sion to praise tihe good bishop, he place. The new members were: Vir- French liters ure and history.
Instructions Free
79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.
NotA reception and tea was held tor a omfoTtable dream, hut three to
1'ncle Sam into the life of dbed not iuilude stupidity uinong his ginia Lewis, Pearl Llttlefield,
:
and MademoiseHe"cTemenfatter the lec- ten billion doJhirs Is an espenetve
ma
Hinds.
Arlene
Bdwar
a.'cusa
tione.
,
campus should be an effective
H.
R.
Knickenbocker
bath."
lure.
—Boston Globe Pauline Grover,
limax to his famous column.

, ,^ar Last of May
Ipig? Woods Theme

Annual Meeting
Of Mineralogists
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1
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Publishing Co
Job Printers
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THE CANDY KITCHEN
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Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop
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1904
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LEWISTON
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MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99
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AUBURN.

MAINE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
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LEWISTON
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New Method Dye Works
Paul Carpenter
11 West Parker

Harry L. Plummer
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CLEANING and PRESSING

Finishing Photography
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MOST

COMPLETE

AND

New Studio

UP-TO-DATE

At 135 Main St.,

Luggage Store East of Boston

Lewiston,

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MATH ST.,

WOMEN
Be Sure To Try

BILL, The Barber

171 MAIN STREET

For Expert Work
CHASE HALL

For GOOD CLOTHES and

HAMMOND BROS.
- niOTOCKAPIIERS

FURNISHINGS

• WM. LIGGETT & MVEHS TOIACCO Co

Maine.

MEN

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.

7A&V Sctfa/y\..ALl YOU COULD ASK FOR

-

GROUND FLOOR

LEWISTON, MAINE.

TAXI
4040

Chesterfield

and

WHEELER CLOTHING CO

Portrait* and
Framing

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

Oatnmen^al Work and
Amateur Finishing
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LEWISTON, MAINE
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SELL
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"The "Foghorn" of San Francisco I'ATROXIZK OVB AI>Vi;i{T,S|,
University pronounces the successful
collegian one who is a "real student
hut not a grind, a fair athlete but
not a star, a social being but not a
glory seeker."
Now
how
many
Continued from Page One
Continued from Page One
successful collegians are there on
torious. Consequently, there was no for the Bears' second run, *■***
winner
in the first two groups.; wa6 in the last inning that -tne vis i- our campus?
From the other four groups. Buck- ors for the first time e|?owM sl*"»
NOTICE
field, Berwick, and Portland were I of scoring life when they hit l>a\ auee
winners. These were announced at foI. two hits. This, coupled «> two 111 Crew Members. Supervisor*, Team
and Student subscription salesChase Hall after the semi-finals had ■ errorM by the Bates tnflelders, anowea Contains
SSpJe who wish to avail themselves, of the
all been run off. Representatives ot j i,ewia, Kent, and Darling, who naa opportunity for free scholarships^°»»£_gff;
the four schools drew for pairings followed Means on the mound, to sible through the courtesy of tho &•»«£
By VINCENT ItKI-l-KAL'
W. A. A. Notes
Murasine Publishers again this >ear are
in the finals. Thelma Kittredge and score three rune.
Millet Hetires Side
The W. A. A. at its last meeting Florence James were in charge of.
Anthony Steele -Ir., Bex 244. San Juan.
Millet went in to relieve LaVallee. RT
Riiivcll Jellison '33 <fliipping over voted that training awards should the refreshments, which were sen-,
Porto Moo, slating o.ualificat.ons fully.
MORET s<ili:m I,I:S
'and with one strike on McLeod. BowM. Anthony Steele, Jr.
be given once a year, preferably on ed later.
a
minute
from
his
own
record
estabHPREN'G IOOTI5.U.I. SKIIIMIKH
The purpose of the League is to; doin".; freshman first sacker, pitched
lished lasl year, won over a fast Spring Play Day, and at least one
This afternoon ni IsOO, Coach field In the baby marathon of five semester of the training must be on improve and stimulate debating in across three balls in a row. and then
Mor*] Mill semi two football squads mile* in Portland yesterday. Running the new system.
the secondary schools in
Maine. two strikes to retire the side and put AUBIGNE CUSHING AND CLAYTON HALL
against each
other on Gaicelon third, ared also under flast year's
Norma Hinds was appointed man- Everything this year indicates that an end to th3 day's activities.
AGENTS FOR
and acquainting yon
field. All the To men who have hron record was Donald Malloy '35. the ager of golf.
this purpose is being realized more
Bughee. pitching his first game
A committee was appointed to de- and more. In the first place, over
hie Freshman year, showed up
OIII fur spring practice will lie given only other Bates man entered. Malloy
with...
a chance to play on one train or the wae only noised out at the finish by a cide on Student Coaches for next sixty school in the state entered fairly well while he was In there.
Virginia this year's contest. There was more anil LaVallee seemed to have lmother,
AUBURN. MAINE
ml Bix yards by Mener. Jellison year. It is composed ofr
Augustinus.
Pro- interest than ever before shown at proved over last year The hittting MAKERS OF BILLFOLDS. COIN PURSES AND
Coacb Morey says thai the Idea he being some seventy five yards ahead Lewis. Dagmar
fessor
Walmsley,
Miss Sanders, the finals.
innovate? in b ring football open to at the tape
The biggest crowd yet, of the Bates men was as outstand- CIGARETTE CASES WITH BATES SEAL EMBOSSED
ON GENUINE CALFSKIN
more participants is working out acover 300 people.
jammed
Chase ing an may be espected for this time
—Luncheon Specials-—
Jellison, the winner, sot off to a Frances Brackett.
It was also voted that the Senior Hall to hear the announcements on of the year.
cording to expectations, but tha't on Cast start and was never headed
account of conflicts, iii<- original during the rare. He was closely Garnet and Black leaders should Friday evening. Moreover, it was
—A Real Treat—
The fielders, though handicapped
plan of Inter-class competition will
i only during the flint three continue until the end of the year. noted that the quality of the de- by a lack of outdoor practice,
Annual
Health
Week
be dropped for this year. To-day's miles.
bating itself has greatly improved. acquitted themselves in a creditable
R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
game taking the place of the proThe annual
Health Week
was There is a growing tendency to get. fashion, with Fireman looking at
The new reeord. established by
DRUGGISTS
posed contests.
In 1033, however, .Ii .-on is 25 .minutes and 5 2-5 held under the auspices of the \\. away from memorized speeches, and hem- in the field, and putting across
the coacb plans to atari the training seconds, while Malloy's time was A. A. the week of April 11-15. The some of the speakers showed them- the neatest bit of base running seen
235 Main St.
period earlier in the season and to locki 1 at L'5 minutes 55 1-5 i-- onds. program was very interesting and selves to be equal
to college de- during the afternoon.
climax
it
by holding Inter-class
baters in extemporaneous work.
'#Cory Jordan. ex-Bates '33, won tho entertaining.
The summary:
I ami
Mondav
evening
a
Fashion
Show
Pr«f. Qnimby's Work Meritorious
sight mile run with little difficulty,
bh
BOWDOIN
ab
Individual work
will
continue but tailed to break the record 6et by was staged in Rand gym with girls
In a contest like ibis, there are Bennett. If
1
4
:• today's game tor those who Norm Whitten 'S2 two years ago.
modeling old fashioned gowns, un- always bound to be disappointments Ricker. tss .
3
Have you thought of rmking
are Interested In developing further
derwear, and bathing
suits
and and things which do not seem to go Boucher, if
0
under on the tutelage of Morey and
comparing them to those of to-day. quite right. This year, however, M:Kown. 2b
3
Spin!. -.
Tuesday evening.
Wm. L. Hall, there are fewer protests and fewer (M<:Ijeurj lib ........... 4
2
director of division
of Social Hy- expressions of dissatisfaction than Hempel. 3b
0
2
NEW ASPECTS
YOUR LIFE WORK?
giene at Augusta, gave a talk on the previously. Much credit is therefore' la .via. c
0
3
OP GOLF SITUATION
various phases of personal and com- due to the Director of the League.'
0
Koemple.
cf
3
With the .M .i i-i iii<1 :i 1 ■ course open
THE Harvard University Dentnl
munity work.
Prof. Brooks Quimby,
for his ca- Kmerson. p
0
0
I' I!:1'- .-",i!n'- mid-T present
Wednesday evening was devoted pable dirertion.
School offers an unsurpassc I
0
3
until May IS,
and
to the problem of Nutrition, in
Debating is not necessarily dry. Means, p
course in this field of health
0
1
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